
Dear Cognitive Scientists, 
Welcome to Pasadena, California for the 37th Annual Conference of the Cogni-

tive Science Society!  Our meeting brings together some of the most innovative 

and exciting research in cognitive science. The program features cutting-edge 

plenary talks by three international figures from diverse areas: Martha Farah, Rich 

Ivry, and Rosalind Picard. It also includes three invited symposia aimed at show-

casing the three broad themes for this year: Mind, Technology, and Society.   

CogSci 2015 received 882 submissions, including 669 full papers, 186 member ab-

stracts, 3 publication-based presentations, 13 symposium proposals, and 10 

workshop and tutorial proposals.  After a rigorous review process, we selected 

187 papers for oral presentation (28%), 287 papers for poster presentation (43%), 

185 member abstracts for poster presentation, 2 publication-based talks, and 6 

symposia. All 10 tutorials and workshop submissions were deemed promising and 

of wide interest, and were accepted (though one workshop was withdrawn). 

We hope that you enjoy the program this year and the city of Pasadena, one of 

the most culturally interesting and diverse cities on the West Coast.  There are 

hundreds of shops and restaurants near the convention center, and it is a con-

venient access point to greater Los Angeles and Southern and Central Califor-

nia.  We encourage you to set aside the time to enjoy some of the many activi-

ties the region has to offer. 

Your Hosts,  

Rick Dale, Carolyn Jennings, Paul P. Maglio, Teenie Matlock, David C. Noelle, 

Anne Warlaumont, and Jeff Yoshimi 
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Enjoy! 

Rick Dale, Carolyn Jennings, Paul P. Maglio, Teenie Matlock, David C. Noelle, 

Anne Warlaumont, and Jeff Yoshimi 

Organizing Committee, Cognitive Science 2015 
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